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Abstract 
This talk will review the recent development of GaN electronics [1], graphene THz modulators [2] and 
tunnel field effect transistors (FETs) [3], three different topics but all are extremely scaled devices, in our 
group.   
Current research topics on GaN electronics include high-speed transistors, power switches, and THz 
devices based on an NDR-gated plasmonic channel to realize THz emission, detection and amplification. 
Graphene, an atomically thin 2D crystal with zero bandgap, has been touted for many intriguing 
applications, particularly for transparent touch screens and wearable electronics. Its optoelectronic 
properties are equally noteworthy. THz modulators have recently been successfully constructed using 
graphene for the first time, another new avenue for graphene research.   
Tunnel FETs are promising replacements of Si-MOSFETs beyond 2020 due to their promise to achieve 
Ion/Ioff > 103 with Ion > 100 µA/um at low supply voltages (up to 0.5 V).  To date we have demonstrated 
Ion/Ioff  ~ 106, Ion ~ 180 µA/um, separately.  Challenges ahead include electrostatic control, defect-assisted 
tunneling and interface state density and parasitics. 

 
[1] a) Polarization-induced hole doping in wide-band-gap uniaxial semiconductor heterostructures.  John Simon et al.  Science 
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differential conductance. Berardi Sensale-Rodriguez et al. 2012. 
[2] a) Broadband graphene terahertz modulators enabled by intraband transitions.  Berardi Sensale-Rodriguez et al.  Nature 
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Berardi Sensale-Rodriguez et al.  Nano Letters, 2012. 
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Device Letters, 2012. 
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